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In brief

1. Europe’s innovation challenge and the need to change the rules of the game

The European economy needs a productivity boost from innovation and diffusion of digital and new frontier technologies to support growth.

While Europe still has considerable strengths, it is falling behind in adopting and investing in general and digital innovation.

The rise of global platforms and “superstars” drives the need to change the rules of the game.

2. Five ways in which Europe could scale its game

1. Europe can draw on its industrial strength to benefit from its scale and the diffusion of technologies across supply chains.

2. Europe can rethink data and user access and standards to level the playing field, protect citizens’ data, and connect data pools.

3. Europe can use its substantial public-sector procurement scale to propel innovation of digital goods and services.

4. Europe can try to compensate for fragmentation with openness and connectedness, including by altering high-skill immigration flows and connecting local ecosystems.

5. Europe can leverage the scale of global firms to its benefit.
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In brief

Innovation in Europe: Changing the game to regain a competitive edge

Europe a century ago was the global powerhouse of innovation, but it has largely lost its edge: today, despite some notable exceptions, most innovation and innovative companies are found elsewhere. Europe is falling behind in growing sectors as well as in areas of innovation such as genomics, quantum computing, and artificial intelligence, where it is being outpaced by the United States and China. This discussion paper suggests five paths for the continent to regain its competitive edge, not by trying to play catch-up while hindered by fragmentation and lack of scale, but by changing the game to build on its strengths. Key findings:

— Europe's economies, which have struggled to recover growth momentum in the past decade, need the productivity growth boost and innovation surge that frontier technologies such as synthetic biology, in the medium term, and digital and artificial intelligence in the shorter term, can unleash. Digitization could boost productivity growth by more than one percentage point annually, and Europe could potentially add $2.7 trillion to its economic output by 2030 if it were to develop AI according to its current assets and relative position in digital technology in the world. Innovation is essential to build demand for higher-skill and better-paid jobs and limit potential inequality from the adoption of new-frontier technologies. Innovation is traditionally fueled by scaling investments, and it generates better rewards if targeted toward rising sectors and assets.

— While Europe has the largest public R&D spend, its private investment in research and development amounts to just 19 percent of the global total, behind China at 24 percent and the United States at 28 percent. The continent invests 1.7 percentage points of GDP less than the United States in key intangible assets like software, databases, and intellectual property. Its R&D share in software and computer services is only about 8 percent of the global total. Europe especially lags in investment in frontier technologies; 90 percent of investment in synthetic biology has been made in the United States, for example, while the European continent generates only half as many patents per capita as the United States in digital, quantum computing, and big data.

— The stakes for those falling behind are rising as the global economy enters a “superstar” era in which scale can become a differentiating factor and winners reap disproportionate gains. This affects innovation: superstar firms show more than double the R&D intensity of median firms, and about two-thirds of global R&D investment is concentrated in just 250 companies. Yet European firms are finding it difficult to achieve this scale. The European share of large global companies in the top decile for economic profit dropped by about half between 1995 and 2016 to only 16 percent, while it remained constant for the United States and Canada and rose sharply for Asian firms. Europe notably lacks global digital platforms.

— Europe may face a structural disadvantage of fragmentation which no silver bullet can help address. Alongside many actions already debated or enacted, including the Digital Single Market, we see five themes that could capitalize on recent trends and play to Europe’s strengths. First, Europe could harness scale in its strong industrial footprint to enable firms to benefit from the diffusion of technologies across supply chains. Second, Europe could rethink data and user access to level the playing field for innovative firms vis-à-vis global-scale data platforms, protect the data of citizens, and connect data pools. Third, it could leverage its substantial scale of public-sector procurement to build up digital prowess. Fourth, it could aim to compensate for fragmentation with greater openness, standardization, and mobility, including better connection of local ecosystems, and by benefiting from the geopolitical climate to attract high-skill immigrants. Finally, Europe could more actively leverage the scale of global firms to its benefit, creating conditions to attract a higher share of their activities and letting them compete.
1. Europe’s innovation challenge and the need to change the rules of the game

Innovation’s role as a key driver of economic growth has been confirmed by multiple studies following early seminal works of economists such as Joseph Schumpeter and, more recently, Richard Nelson and Kenneth Arrow. At the firm level, innovation generates new markets and builds stronger competitiveness. At the aggregate level, innovation creates additional knowledge spillovers and increases favorable industrial dynamics that lead to greater efficiency and higher growth. In general, innovation benefits go beyond productivity and can improve welfare through channels such as lower morbidity and longer longevity; about one-third of the increase in longevity in Europe, for instance, is due to pharmaceutical innovation.

Europe has long been an important driver of worldwide innovation. Given its relatively high wage costs and low reliance on natural resources, the importance of innovation to the continent’s economic and social system is clear. While European companies still account for one-quarter of total industrial R&D in the world, over the past ten years US companies have continued to increase their share, reinforcing their leadership position, and China and South Korea have been catching up. Such competition challenges the ability of Europe to sustain its growth model over the long term.

A survey we conducted of large firms shows that innovators who are first to introduce new products and services to the market experience significantly higher revenue growth. Yet the share of European companies that consider themselves true innovators is notably lower than in the United States (Exhibit 1).

Moreover, Europe’s ability to innovate is somewhat misallocated among and within member states and sectors. For example, looking at sectors with high R&D intensity such as ICT, pharmaceuticals, or advanced manufacturing, Europe tends to have both a lower number of large firms and good R&D intensity compared to the United States. However, this success is biased toward more traditional and challenged sub-segments than toward growing ones, for example focusing on hardware rather than software, traditional ICT versus digital ICT.


4 These figures are consistent with recent research from the European Investment Bank, which finds more striking differences between US and European companies: only 8 percent of European firms are leading innovators that invest in R&D and deploy new products, services, and processes on this basis, compared with 16 percent of companies in the United States. Investment report 2018/2019: Retooling Europe’s economy, European Investment Bank, 2018.
and traditional pharmaceuticals rather than biotechnology. In the past decade, EU countries performing at lower levels and those performing at higher levels have not converged; innovation performance has even decreased in ten out of the 28 EU members, notably in the East.

Finally, despite its long tradition of inventiveness and talent, Europe is increasingly challenged by the next generation of frontier technologies. While it seems well placed in some areas that are key in the innovation race, such as talent and public-sector research, it is falling behind in others, notably in the amount of frontier tech investment, in digital technologies such as AI, in ICT including quantum computing, and in genomics and synthetic biology. In engineering, for example, graphene is a revolutionary material but most patents for now are Chinese. In synthetic biology, investments are mostly flowing to key US centers such as Boston and Silicon Valley, while European investment is rather limited, except in Belgium and the United Kingdom. Europe is also not gaining a proportionate share of major industrial companies in growing sectors linked to digital value chains, even as global Chinese and American platform companies are becoming increasingly dominant in a digital-first world. The emergence of a “superstar effect,” which sees most of the gains of this new era captured by a small number of strong companies, raises the stakes even higher for Europe to rise to the innovation challenge.

This paper aims to further the discussion about how Europe can regain its competitive edge. The first section provides a snapshot of where Europe stands in the context of this innovation race. The second section offers five paths for the continent to renew its tradition of innovation, not by playing catch-up on typical innovation policies, but by building on existing strengths to change the rules of the game and address its structural scale disadvantage. The paper draws on a body of recent research by the McKinsey Global Institute as well as on a recent collaboration with the World Economic Forum.

The European economy needs a productivity boost from innovation and diffusion of digital and new frontier technologies to support growth

The European economy has regained momentum recently after years of sluggish growth, but the short- to medium-term outlook remains fragile, and the continent’s productivity growth has declined sharply over the past two decades. Increasingly, Europe’s economic prospects

7 Innovate Europe: Competing for global innovation leadership, World Economic Forum, January 2019.
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depend on innovation in general, and especially digital and new frontier technologies and the productivity boost they could provide at a time when changing demographics are acting as a drag on growth; in some European countries, the working-age population is declining.

GDP growth of the EU-27 reached 2.6 percent in 2017, the fastest pace in a decade. While growth continued at an expected rate of 2.2 percent through 2018, the outlook for 2019 and 2020 is more cautious. Real labor productivity grew by 0.9 percent year-on-year in 2017, the same as in 2016, and at a compound annual growth rate of just about 0.8 percent since 2010.

Information and communications technology (ICT) and digitization have already been shown to contribute to economic growth, demonstrating in passing that Europe has been lagging behind the United States. The next wave of frontier technologies, including artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, blockchain, high-power computing, and the integration of biology and engineering, has the potential to deliver the breakthrough in productivity that Europe needs. We calculate that more than one percentage point of productivity growth could result from exploiting those digital opportunities alone. Synthetic biology, and life science more broadly, is already demonstrating major breakthroughs including decoding the genome, the use of biology for effective and nonpolluting batteries, and computer engineering of crops, among others. These all have the potential to increase productivity or welfare, due to better quality and longer life in healthcare, and could also help fight pollution. How such innovations will scale and how they can be used ethically will still need to be addressed.

In general, the field of innovation and productivity throughput is closely linked to digital frontier technologies such as AI. In that respect, we estimate that if European companies were to develop and diffuse AI according to the continent’s current assets and relative position in digital technology in the world, Europe could add €2.7 trillion to its economic output by 2030. (This estimate assumes limited friction in the socioeconomic transition of those technologies, and does not include possible pressure points that may arise from rising inequality due to different skill use linked to these technologies.) The diffusion of technologies to other markets and sectors can create significant spillover effects and a virtuous link between innovation and growth. Closing the gap with the United States in innovating at the digital frontier and in facilitating faster adoption of AI could add €900 billion, bringing the total potential boost to about €3.6 trillion.

Innovation will also be needed to counter frictions and adjustment challenges in the labor market from automation. According to our analysis, 62 million full-time employee equivalents and more than $1.9 trillion in wages might be associated with technically automatable activities in the five largest European economies. However, an important way to reduce the risk of wage and employment pressure is to innovate in new products and services that require new and high-demand skills. We find that firms anticipating innovative models out of AI have the largest propensity to expand their workforce; companies have a relatively large

---

9 Calculations based on Eurostat data for real labor productivity per person for the EU-27 countries.
10 See Digital America: A tale of the haves and have-mores, McKinsey Global Institute, December 2015, and Digital Europe: Pushing the frontier; capturing the benefits, McKinsey Global Institute, June 2016.
11 For an overview of AI technologies and use cases, see The age of analytics: Competing in a data-driven world, McKinsey Global Institute, December 2016; What’s now and next in analytics, AI, and automation, McKinsey Global Institute, May 2017; and Notes from the AI frontier; Insights from hundreds of use cases, McKinsey Global Institute, April 2018.
12 Solving the productivity puzzle: The role of demand and the promise of digitization, McKinsey Global Institute, February 2018.
17 Ibid.
incentive to upgrade skills in order not to miss out on opportunities.\textsuperscript{19} Demand for workers when diffusing AI tends to be reduced when the scope to invest in AI technologies is limited, where the focus is placed on efficiency and process improvements in both labor and capital, and where product and service innovations are less prevalent (Exhibit 2).

**Exhibit 2**

AI can have a positive effect on firm employment when it is connected with new products and services; plans to invest in AI for efficiency alone can lead to planned reductions in employment.

**Impact of AI investment on corporations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment in AI-based</th>
<th>Odd ratio\textsuperscript{1} (n=2,850 firms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labor automation tools</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preventive maintenance</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new products and services</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1} An odd ratio is defined as the odds that an outcome will occur given a particular exposure, compared to the odds of the outcome occurring in the absence of that exposure. In this example, the exposure is different types of AI investment and the outcome is employment changes. An odds ratio of 1 means that the exposure does not affect the outcome; an odds ratio of >1 means that the exposure is associated with higher odds of outcome.

Source: McKinsey Global Digital Survey 2018; McKinsey Global Institute analysis

While Europe still has considerable strengths, it is falling behind in adopting and investing in general and digital innovation

Beyond the first wave of digitization, Europe’s startup scene is thriving: the number of AI startups has tripled in the past three years and is now relatively comparable to the figure for the United States on a per GDP basis.\textsuperscript{20} Early-stage startups are better financed than ever before. Investment in European tech is at a record high, with $23 billion invested last year, a five-year increase of 360 percent and an increase of 21 percent compared to 2017.

In talent, too, Europe has long been a research powerhouse. Its research community is larger, but also more diffused, than that in the United States or in China. The tech workforce employed by startups is growing; it expanded by about 4 percent in 2018. The number of European software developers, a key resource for many innovative technologies, has grown at a rate of 4 to 5 percent in the past two years, culminating in a total of 6.7 million professionals today, well ahead of the United States, with 4.4 million professional software developers.\textsuperscript{21}

Yet in some key innovation areas, Europe is falling behind (Exhibit 3). And there is evidence that nontraditional factors, which include the ability to build innovative business models,

\textsuperscript{19} Tackling Europe’s gap in digital and AI; McKinsey Global Institute, February 2019.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{21} Retraining and reskilling workers in the age of automation; McKinsey Global Institute, January 2018; Tackling Europe’s gap in digital and AI, McKinsey Global Institute, February 2019; and The state of European tech 2018, Atomico, December 2018.
Europe is lagging behind on many well-known elements of innovation.

**Supply**

Entrepreneurs stand up and start up with innovative idea

- Vibrant innovation networks and academia
- ~1/3 of high-quality research publications are European
- Talented entrepreneurs
- ~2/3 of digital potential reached by European firms compared to US counterparts
- 4% growth of European tech workforce in startups in 2018

**Diffusion**

Innovation scales up to new markets

- Diffusion by SMEs
- Diffusion by incumbents
- Diffusion by public sector
- ~50% of European government services are digitized
- ~2/3 of digital potential reached by European firms compared to US counterparts
- Diffusion by incumbents

**Demand**

Innovation demanded by more and more customers

- Private customer demand
- >50% of consumers bought online in 2014; 315 million Europeans use internet every day
- Demand in public sector/organizations through procurement
- 14% of European GDP goes to procurement, but only a fraction into innovative technologies

**Europe’s position**

- Primarily positive
- Mixed
- Lagging

**Sufficient seed and growth funding**

- 21% increase in tech investment from 2017 to 2018

**Sufficient public and private R&D spending and investment in intangibles**

- ~7% of GDP invested in intangibles 2000–13, 1.7 p.p. less than United States

**Digital infrastructure and connectedness (eg, platforms, data interfaces, accessibility)**

- 15% of European households have broadband speeds >100 Mb/s

**Market design and regulatory framework that foster and shape supply, diffusion, and demand (eg, reduction of market barriers, copyright, technology standards, etc)**

- 81 different VAT regimes within the European Union

Source: World Economic Forum; Atomico; European Commission; European Court of Auditors; McKinsey Global Institute analysis
strong public-private partnerships in innovation hubs, and the depth of existing technological capabilities and portfolios, become more relevant.\textsuperscript{22}

Equity finance as a key driver for innovation and digital investment remains underdeveloped, with 90 percent of the European Union’s venture capital funding concentrated in only eight member states.\textsuperscript{23} This creates a challenge for European companies that seek funding for fast growth. The importance of funding is evidenced by an analysis we conducted on factors relevant for the density of European AI startups; comparing elasticities, we find that financing has a significantly higher impact on dense AI startup networks than other important factors, such as human capital and the ability to build innovative business models. Risk capital is also gaining in importance as intangibles have exceeded tangible investments in size, but they are difficult to collateralize.

More broadly, much of Europe has lagged behind the United States and others in measures of general innovation due to a lack of investment and economic competencies. Europe invests significantly less than the United States in intangibles like software and databases, intellectual property, and economic competencies like organizational capital and training, which represent major factors for innovation capacity (Exhibit 4). Beyond the gap in R&D and intellectual property investment, a material gap has also opened up in economic competencies. These have been shown to be an increasingly relevant complement to digital investment and innovation.\textsuperscript{24} Europe also has significantly lower management practice scores than the United States.\textsuperscript{25}

Exhibit 4

Europe lags behind the United States in intangible investment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intangible asset investment</th>
<th>Tangible investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% GDP, avg 2000–13</td>
<td>% GDP, avg 2000–13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>EU-14\textsuperscript{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1} EU-14 includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom.

Source: Carol Corrado et al., Intangible investment in the US and EU before and since the Great Recession and its contribution to productivity growth, European Investment Bank, 2018; also see Corrado, Hulten, and Sichel, Measuring capital and technology: An expanded framework, NBER, August 2005; McKinsey Global Institute analysis

\textsuperscript{22} Jacques Bughin, “How to develop enough European AI startups,” VoxEU.org, February 2019.


\textsuperscript{24} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{25} Nicholas Bloom et al., Management practices across firms and countries, NBER working paper number 17850, February 2012.
In addition to the general innovation lag, digital adoption has been slower in Europe than in competing regions. Both digital attacker and incumbent shares of revenue are significantly smaller than in the United States (Exhibit 5). Consequently, Europe’s gap in digitization remains at about one-third the level in the United States and has not changed much in recent years. Furthermore, European companies are less mature in their state of diffusion of digital technologies and in their use of these technologies for innovation, namely new services, processes, or business models. Research confirms that diffusion of technologies to firms that are technological laggards typically happens only after these technologies are adapted to country-specific circumstances by the most productive firms within each country. Consequently, Europe has long had a negative trade balance with the rest of the world in digital.

Exhibit 5

Europe’s digitization is less advanced than that of the United States.

Typical industry split, % of revenue

Source: McKinsey Global Survey 2017; McKinsey Global Institute analysis

26 Digitization is measured by companies’ weighted deployment of digital assets, labor, and practices across all sectors, compared with the most digitized sector. Digital America: A tale of the haves and have-mores, McKinsey Global Institute, December 2015. See also Digital Europe: Pushing the frontier, capturing the benefits, McKinsey Global Institute, June 2016, and Notes from the AI frontier: Tackling Europe’s gap in digital and AI, McKinsey Global Institute, February 2019.

27 Davide Castelani et al., The source of the US/EU productivity gap: Less and less effective R&D, LEM Papers Series 2018/16, Laboratory of Economics and Management (LEM), Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, 2018.

In terms of open innovation, while Europe remains a leader in scientific cross-border co-publications, it can do more to build open innovation networks, including promoting researcher mobility, business collaborations, and open science.29

Europe’s innovation deficit is due in part to the often-cited difficulty of growing young companies into world leaders, notably in digital as well as in the health sector.30 Health is widely expected to gain from frontier technologies, and it accounts for the largest share of capital funding linked to AI-based innovation globally. European companies are notably lagging behind international rivals from Apple to Tencent.31 The same is true of omics fields, where most R&D spent in health linked to frontier technologies is to be found in the Boston and San Francisco clusters.32 One challenge appears to be Europe's ability to scale startups into major companies. For example, it has transformed digital promises into success with “unicorns”—privately held startups valued at more than $1 billion—at only about half the rate seen in the United States or even Tel Aviv.

Europe is also becoming less central to international flows even as they matter more and as digital technologies are becoming a powerful driver of the performance of global firms. The United States remains the most central node of all flows, even if its importance has decreased in the past 15 years. Europe’s centrality is declining rapidly, particularly in digital, with a lower presence of digital platforms and of most digitized sectors. Within Europe, a new order has started to develop, with a significant decline in the importance of small digitally advanced countries such as the Scandinavian nations, and a robust catch-up by the Netherlands, Germany, and, to a lesser extent, the United Kingdom.33

The rise of global platforms and “superstars” drives the need to change the rules of the game

With intangible investment eclipsing the tangible kind, the rise of platforms and the ability to scale and to do so quickly seem to matter more for a significant part of the innovation ecosystem.34 Despite efforts to establish a Single Market, Europe remains fragmented, with many national legislations and systems of regulations and VAT, which are all hard to change, and many mostly domestic companies.

“Superstars,” which we define as the top 10 percent of companies with more than $1 billion in annual revenue, as measured by economic profit, are gaining importance. Our research finds that today’s superstar firms earn 1.6 times more economic profit on average than superstar firms 20 years ago.35 We find that while most firms capture near-zero economic profit, superstar firms, which are seven times larger by revenue than median firms, have returns on investments that are twice as high.36 In addition to capturing a greater share of income, they exhibit relatively higher levels of digitization, greater input of skilled labor and a higher innovation intensity, more intangible assets, and deeper integration into global flows of trade, finance, and services than their peers. In fact, their investment in R&D as a share of revenue

---

31 Since Tencent’s Miying healthcare AI platform launched in 2017, the company has focused R&D on it, including in areas such as AI-assisted imaging and diagnostic services. Tencent recently participated in drug discovery with Baidu Ventures, Google, and Sequoia Capital China. See https://www.cbinsights.com/research/china-baidu-alibaba-tencent-artificial-intelligence-dominance/.
32 About 30 percent of investment in synthetic biology today is on healthcare applications. See Synthetic biology annual report, SynBioBeta, September 2018.
34 As the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development notes, there is also an opposing dynamic at play, in that small companies can innovate and scale much more easily on top of digital platforms and by creating scale without mass. We are focusing in this paper on the scale aspect. See Digital innovation: Seizing policy opportunities, OECD, 2019, doi.org/10.1787/a298d8c8-en.
36 Ibid.
is more than double the median firm’s. And financially strong firms have a higher probability of generating innovations from their R&D investment.37

Going forward, evidence shows that value will continue to shift to large and boldly moving companies.38 Our research shows that digitally savvy companies are 15 to 25 percent more likely to use new technologies such as AI (the range reflects differences by sector), which could widen the gap as we enter the next phase of innovation.39 In AI, for example, front-runners will benefit from innovations enabling them to serve and create new markets and, at the same time, gain share from non-AI adopters in existing markets.40 Simulations find that early diffusers and implementers—companies that will use a full suite of AI technologies in the next five years—can double their normal profits by 2030, bringing in an additional 4 percent of gross profit growth annually at the expense of their competitors.41

Yet Europe has started falling back in its share of superstars. Over the past 20 years, Europe’s share of superstars globally dropped by about 50 percent, while it remained constant for the United States and Canada and increased significantly for the Asia–Pacific region (Exhibit 6).42

R&D also is becoming increasingly concentrated, and Europe is losing share, particularly in digital sectors.43 Only 250 companies generate close to two-thirds of global business R&D investment. In this group, while European automotive players dominate, European companies’ R&D spending by software and computer services firms was only about 8 percent of the global total, well below 11 percent for Chinese companies and far behind the 77 percent for US-based companies in 2018 (Exhibit 7).44

Furthermore, the trend is negative. Over the past five years, the global share of European companies’ total R&D spending has declined by more than two percentage points, while the share of US companies climbed by more than two percentage points and the share of Chinese companies by six percentage points.45 The share of European companies among those newly joining the ranks of the 2,500 largest R&D investors decreased to about 12 percent, only about half the share of Chinese firms and one-third the share of US companies.46

Europe’s innovators are also older. In fact, almost the entire R&D difference between Europe and the United States can be explained by the difference in number and average spend by young leading innovators—firms founded after 1975 that rank among the top global R&D spenders.47

Large US and Chinese tech and platform companies, in turn, are gaining importance. US-based tech companies invest more in R&D than their US peers in the S&P 500, with the six largest—Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Netflix—spending about €43 billion on R&D in 2018, and €31.6 billion on acquisitions in 2017 alone.48 Google, the most active among them, spent $12.6 billion on acquiring more than 300 startups between 2013 and 2018.49 In contrast, Europe was almost inactive in tech R&D and possesses only half

---


42 “Superstars”: The dynamics of firms, sectors, and cities leading the global economy, McKinsey Global Institute, October 2018.

43 Reinhilde Veugelers, Are European firms falling behind in the global corporate research race?, Bruegel Policy Contribution number 6, April 2018.

44 This calculation refers to the global top 250 R&D spenders. In the broader sample of the top 2,500 firms, Europe stands at 10 percent.


47 Reinhilde Veugelers and Michele Cincera, Europe’s missing yotties, Bruegel policy brief, August 2010.

48 “Into the danger zone: American tech giants are making life tough for startups,” Economist, June 2018.

49 Ibid.
Exhibit 6
Superstars seem to matter for innovation, yet Europe is losing share.

R&D intensity, superstars vs others
R&D spend as % of revenue by economic profit decile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple of median</th>
<th>In bottom 10%</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>In top 10%</th>
<th>In top 1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.36x</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.03x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.88x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regional representation of firms within the top 1% of economic profit, %

Note: Superstar firm is represented as a firm with the largest economic profit, eg, NOPLAT minus weighted cost of capital charges.

1. China had no superstar firms per our data set in 1995–97.

Source: Capital IQ; McKinsey Corporate Performance Analytics; McKinsey Global Institute analysis
as many unicorns as the United States, and none of the large internet platform companies.\textsuperscript{50}

Naturally, this impact can be felt in Europe: the largest US tech companies are consistently able to offer higher-than-average salaries in Europe, for example 1.5 times the market average in London in 2017.\textsuperscript{51}

Looking at China, the concentration of influence may even be higher. In China, just two companies, Tencent and Alibaba, backed 43 percent of all Asian unicorns as of summer 2018. Meanwhile, Tencent, Alibaba, and Baidu were collectively responsible for 42 percent of all Chinese venture capital in 2016.\textsuperscript{52} About 20 percent of Chinese startups were founded by alumni of the three firms.\textsuperscript{53}

\textsuperscript{50} Investment report 2018/2019: Retooling Europe’s economy, European Investment Bank, 2018; and Notes from the AI frontier: Tackling Europe’s gap in digital and AI, McKinsey Global Institute, February 2019.

\textsuperscript{51} The state of European tech 2017, Atomico, December 2017.

\textsuperscript{52} China’s digital economy: A leading global force, McKinsey Global Institute, August 2017.

\textsuperscript{53} Digital China: Powering the economy to global competitiveness, McKinsey Global Institute, December 2017.
Fragmentation seems to put Europe at a structural disadvantage. Large and more homogeneous markets in the United States and China ease fast scale-up and create instant demand from tech-enthusiastic consumers. Europe’s national markets lack in size by comparison, making it difficult for new players to offer the same scale despite the European Union’s efforts to create a Single Market. And Europe’s governance structures, and in some cases their philosophy about industrial policy, make heavy public investment and intervention more challenging or slower than, for example, in China, where substantial, centralized government investment creates growth in strategic technologies and sectors. In the United States, a strong focus on innovation in public procurement fosters new technologies, for example through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

Europe continues to have a wide range of innovative companies and countries with a strong startup and entrepreneurial culture. Moreover, the European Union is devoting considerable energy and resources to defining a new comparative advantage in AI, in part linked to ethical and industry uses. It has also invested in areas such as quantum computing. Catching up with technology leaders and closing the productivity gap can be a slow process, however.55

While no silver bullet exists for Europe to address its structural scale disadvantages, we see five ways that play to Europe’s strengths, capitalize on key trends, and change the rules of the game rather than (or in addition to) playing eternal catch-up on the well-known ingredients of innovation (Exhibit 8). The five themes outlined below are by no means exhaustive; we intend them to add a specific perspective to the many good ongoing initiatives as well as a growing body of research on how innovation policies need to change in a more digital context (see Box 1, “The European Union has launched a broad array of innovation initiatives”).56 A common feature of the five themes is that they can help Europe scale up, to meet the challenges of more pervasive innovation. Europe will also need to take a longer-term view of innovation, focusing on new areas including synthetic biology, genomics, and other advances, and examining the impact not just on GDP growth but also on welfare more broadly.57

1. Europe can draw on its industrial strength to benefit from its scale and the diffusion of technologies across supply chains

Trend: The next playing field of innovation will be more oriented to business-to-business (B2B) than business-to-consumer (B2C) enterprises, with many technological applications centered on diffusion across industries and supply chains.58

Europe’s strength: While Europe has fewer superstar firms, the continent can build on its industrial prowess. European manufacturers are among the largest global innovators. For example, nine out of 16 beacons of technology and innovation in manufacturing identified by the World Economic Forum and McKinsey are located in Europe, while five are in China and only one is in the United States.59 Europe also has an edge in B2B and digital in other large sectors such as healthcare and the financial industries. Stakeholders in Europe also have a history of collaborating and navigating the complexities of coordination and standard setting, as for example the automotive industry does with issues related to safety and connected driving.

Potential paths forward: Europe has room to scale industrial innovation policies and may orient itself on examples that are already working. First, Europe could build on its strong
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56 Digital innovation: Seizing policy opportunities, OECD, 2019, doi.org/10.1787/a298dc87-en.
industrial companies and track record of collaboration to foster cooperation across industry boundaries and even among competing companies in the same industrial sectors. Examples set by the European Automotive and Telecoms Alliance, which includes telecom operators, vendors, car and truck manufacturers, and suppliers, may be only the beginning, as competitors in the automobile industry combine their research efforts and service offerings to achieve more scale in customer and data access. Such efforts in other sectors could enable medium-size companies as well as small entrepreneurial firms and startups to pilot innovation at a large scale within existing industrial supply chains through platforms and to play a key role in generating radical innovation. Similarly, a number of initiatives have been created, particularly in the Industry 4.0 context; for example, the Plattform Industrie 4.0 network promotes digitization in manufacturing in Germany. It remains to be seen whether a strong push toward collaborative networks for key technologies, such as AI, can be a way for Europe

60 Connected and automated driving EATA presents deployment roadmap, submits proposal for EU-wide project, press release, GSMA, February 2017.
61 For potential effects on SMEs, see Reinhilde Veugelers, “The role of SMEs in innovation in the EU: A case for policy intervention?,” Review of Business and Economics, 2008, Volume LIII, Number 3.
While most innovative support occurs at the level of member states, the European Union has actively supported innovation for many years and is currently accelerating its efforts, including with regard to critical trends such as the emergence of new frontier technologies, sustainability, and social inclusiveness. The EU has promoted greater access for consumers and businesses to online goods and services, in efforts aimed at raising the growth potential of the digital economy and building ecosystems in which digital networks and services can flourish. The DG CONNECT (Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology) has crossed several milestones on the way toward completion of the Digital Single Market. These include regulations to address unjustified geo-blocking, the end of roaming charges, and the establishment of a 5G infrastructure association.1 Other initiatives to spur innovation include, for example:

— Funding commitments, notably Horizon Europe, which set aside a total budget of €100 billion for digital between 2021 and 2027 under the next multiannual financial framework. This includes a number of initiatives such as support for small and medium-size enterprises, for example, via digital innovation hubs. It also includes technology programs such as the strategy for key enabling technologies; a commitment of €20 billion annually for AI; a European cloud initiative for sharing scientific data and improving open access; and a quantum technologies flagship initiative.

— Creating the European High-Performance Computing Joint Undertaking (EuroHPC) to pool EU and participating countries’ resources to build a world-class supercomputing and data infrastructure and a competitive innovation ecosystem in relevant technologies and applications.2 The EuroHPC allocated €1 billion to help Europe achieve innovation and commercialization at scale for AI and other computing-intensive applications, contributing to efforts to overcome fragmentation in this domain. In June 2019, the EuroHPC announced that the eight supercomputing centers would be in Sofia (Bulgaria), Ostrava (Czech Republic), Kajaani (Finland), Bologna (Italy), Bissen (Luxembourg), Minho (Portugal), Maribor (Slovenia), and Barcelona (Spain).

— Sector-specific initiatives, like digital healthcare including smart hospitals (digital health infrastructure), health records, and patient empowerment (medical equipment and devices).

— Complementary ethical and social initiatives, and a commitment of €27 billion by 2020 by the European Social Fund toward reskilling (partially related to digital).

— Monitoring tools like the European innovation scoreboard and the Digital Economy and Society Index, and innovation policy research like the EU’s Science, Research, and Innovation Performance. These tools track innovation metrics, such as scientific co-publications and business R&D expenditure, both on a country-by-country basis, as well as from an EU-wide innovation trend perspective.4

to leverage its different geographical strengths. A similar idea has emerged recently in the Franco-German manifesto for a European Industrial Policy, issued by the two countries’ ministries for economic affairs.63

Second, Europe could create dedicated, coordinated testing areas—so-called sandboxes—for key technologies. Local geographies could pick technologies and create safe spaces in which businesses can test innovations on a temporary and geographically limited basis. Sandboxes could help innovative firms cope with regulatory obligations in real-life situations and enter a dialogue with regulators. This has been demonstrated, for example, in the United Kingdom, where the Financial Conduct Authority, the country’s financial regulator, established a safe environment for fintech startups to test products and services—including online platforms, biometrics, and distributed ledger technology (blockchain)—before widely launching them on the market. Subsequently, 90 percent of firms that participated progressed to a wider market launch.64

Third, Europe could devise industrial policy specifically targeted at sustaining or establishing a lead in critical fields where it is strong, such as mobility.

Last, and most controversially, the European Union could enable the formation of large European players in many sectors. Clearly, efforts to complete the Single Market will be welcome and will help in that regard, notably in sectors like telecommunications and banking that are still relatively fragmented geographically. Europe could also review market access, subsidies, and investment policies globally where foreign players may have an edge.65 Less clear are relaxations of antitrust policies or even active formation of European champions like Airbus, which may seem like an obvious response but may come with many undesired consequences for competition and competitiveness.

2. Europe can rethink data and user access and standards to level the playing field, protect citizens’ data, and connect data pools

*Trend:* As large internet platforms continue to push into more industries, based on platform-based business models and data, and to leverage their network scale to expand into new technologies such as AI, demands to raise standards for data protection and privacy are increasing. Recent regulatory steps by European agencies—lately by Germany’s federal cartel office against Facebook—illustrate this.66 Data access is as critical to ensure that new ecosystems can thrive. In fact, the value of a network is increasing at the square of its size; finding ways to achieve more access to data to boost size thus has a disproportionately large effect. Conversely, breaking network effects, as is sometimes suggested in relation to global networks, can be very harmful to ecosystems as well as to the companies that orchestrate them.

*Europe’s strength:* Europe is already considered a leading actor on data governance and privacy protection, with the 2018 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and, most recently, legislation on the free flow of data. The effect of these regulations is starting to show. The financial impact of GDPR on Fortune 500 companies has been estimated at about $9 billion.67 US tech giants, mindful of the fragmentation of rules across US states, are beginning to demand similar regulation in their home country.68 Europe also has a large base of digital citizens.

63 See for example, A Franco-German manifesto for a European industrial policy fit for the 21st century, Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, February 19, 2019.
64 Sue McLean, FCA’s regulatory sandbox—Lessons learnt, Mondaq, November 7, 2017.
Potential paths forward: Europe could aim to enable secure access for innovators to data pools they do not own and create scale around common standards. Among the options could be to open access to government data in certain strategic sectors, for example transportation, where relevant to smart cities and transport, or in healthcare, where tangible benefits such as increased drug effectiveness could result. Implemented in a smart way, such initiatives could not only give companies and research institutions access to anonymized data, but also enable citizens to increase control over what data are captured and how they can or cannot be used, when, and by whom. A concrete ambition could be to make government data accessible via standardized interfaces (APIs) to public research institutions within the next three years, before extending the initiative to traditional businesses. The Berlin-based privately funded cross-industry platform Verimi could serve as an example for a data alliance. A digital identity provides easy access for users to visit websites and use other services without the need to enter personal data every time. Instead, they can decide which data they share with whom and manage it transparently. Government-driven examples exist as well, for example in Belgium, Estonia, Finland, and Spain.

More radical options could include standardized interfaces and potential regulations to access private firm–held data, changing the way ownership and location of data are treated. This could help smaller companies use data for the creation of innovative services and thus benefit citizens. At the same time, it could also have severe consequences, including reduced transparency about the kind of data that are used and combined. Such a move could potentially invalidate existing business models; it requires further testing and experimentation.

Finally, Europe should continue to promote open technology standards building on a legacy of successful standard setting, for example in GSM. Industry 4.0 is an example of a German government initiative to create a coherent policy framework to maintain Germany’s industrial competitiveness. Continuing this type of involvement in next generation technology will help European innovation and competitiveness.

3. Europe can use its substantial public-sector procurement scale to propel innovation of digital goods and services

Trend: We are moving toward a world characterized by shifting geopolitics, including the rise of China, India, and other emerging economies and by disruption through the rapid spread of digital technologies. The growing challenges to globalization and changes to social contracts, at least in some countries, seem to signal a need for more economic interventionism. China, for example, has seen massive investment and targeted championing of technologies by the government, for example in AI.

Europe’s strength: In this context, Europe’s large public sector, often seen as a weakness, could be turned into a strength. Europe’s procurement spending on public services and products amounts to 14 percent of its GDP annually, equal to about €2 trillion. If leveraged well, smart intervention, coupled with large budgets turned toward innovation, could have significant impact.
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69 Open data: Unlocking innovation and performance with liquid information, McKinsey Global Institute, October 2013.
70 verimi.de/en.
71 Project DECIDE is funded by the European Commission and runs pilots in Amsterdam and Barcelona to determine how citizens could best be provided with a digital interface to control their data, decodeproject.eu/what-decode. MyData.org is a civil society initiative endorsed by the Finnish and Estonian governments that gives citizens more control over their data. Who are we, MyData, 2018.
74 Kai-Fu Lee’s perspectives on two global leaders in artificial intelligence: China and the United States, McKinsey Global Institute, June 2018.
Potential paths forward: To leverage the public sector more fully, Europe could first rapidly scale up digital government, as Estonia has done with e-Estonia and its advanced digital government backbone, and drive European convergence on standards and open interfaces. This would require a mind-set shift away from national steering and toward a coordinated European and open innovation–focused approach. In some ways, transformation of European governments has already begun: five of the ten leading countries in e-government are from Europe, according to the United Nations. Digital ID systems, specifically, enable individuals to unlock value and benefit as they interact with firms, governments, and other individuals in six roles: as consumers, workers, microenterprises, taxpayers and beneficiaries, civically engaged individuals, and owners. Individuals benefit most as consumers from wider access to services, and as taxpayers and beneficiaries from time saved interacting with government.

Examples already underway that could provide some of the technical basis needed for digital innovation in cross-border services include the European electronic Identification, Authentication and Trust Services (eIDAS) initiative, which aims to enable secure transactions between citizens, government agencies, and businesses. In the Netherlands, it has already triggered a large-scale cross-border digital ID project, connecting 200 public services in about 100 municipalities that can be accessed with nationally issued e-IDs from 32 countries. As a result, private businesses are beginning to offer digital IDs to simplify log-in and transactions for customers.

Second, European public procurement spending could create significant scale of innovation demand if coupled with innovation components—encouraged by incentives or even mandatory—for example in sectors such as in healthcare, education, and public works. In some instances, this is already happening: many governments are starting to mandate use of Building Information Modeling for public construction projects.

Third, enhancing public investment in research, innovation, and other intangible assets could help bridge Europe’s current investment gap compared to other economies. This may require rethinking the funding of breakthrough innovation. In addition to paving the way for institutional investors, such as pension funds, the option of creating a publicly financed European innovation scale-up fund to provide financing at scale for key competitive sectors could be explored, with the aim of eliminating the 2018 overall research gap of about €75 billion with the United States. In addition, Europe could raise its ambition on public funding of university-based and basic research to match US Ivy League schools.

4. Europe can try to compensate for fragmentation with openness and connectedness, including by altering high-skill immigration flows and connecting local ecosystems

Trend: In a digital world, collaboration as well as global flows of data, knowledge, and people are becoming increasingly important and creating spillover effects. From 2005 to 2016, the volume of data flows, measured in terabits per second, grew by a factor of 45, reaching an estimated 400 terabits per second. In same period, the traditional value flows of physical goods and services barely managed to grow at the pace of worldwide nominal GDP.

Focusing on people flows, migration has become the primary driver of worldwide population and labor-force growth in many developed regions, while skills are short. In Europe, demographic change and a lack of high-skill labor have created a situation in which businesses struggle to find people with the skills they need. Executives cite lack of skills

79 People on the move: Global migration’s impact and opportunity, McKinsey Global Institute, December 2016.
80 We define high-skill labor as professionals with a university or university-equivalent education.
as the number-one obstacle to investing more in R&D and digitization. In Germany, about 50 percent of medium-size and large businesses say they have difficulties filling jobs, which is ten percentage points above the global average. In Eastern European countries, this situation can be even more acute; In Bulgaria, Greece, and Hungary, about 60 percent of companies struggle to find adequate employees. High-skill labor may be a particular challenge for Europe. Just over one in four (25.4 percent) immigrants coming to the European Union has a high-level education, compared to 35.6 percent of the immigrants to other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. Europe continues to lose international students after graduation. In tech, more than 50 percent of immigrants to Europe came from either the United States or India in 2018, and 28 percent of founders or employees of European tech startups worked outside of their home country. However, this compares to Silicon Valley’s share of foreign-born STEM workers, which was 58 percent in 2015, the highest among the innovation regions. At the country level, we found that 90 percent of the economic boost generated by migrants in 2015 occurred within just 25 destinations, 12 of them in Western Europe. Migrants contribute disproportionately to new business formation, innovation, and job creation.

Europe’s strength: Europe has a history of collaboration across borders, including in EU framework research. Europe has focused on connecting clusters of successful industries, including digital, to achieve joint projects and investments. The ESCP has created networks to help clusters identify and implement collaborative innovation opportunities. In people flows, Europe is showing clear signs of improvement in its competitive position for talent. Almost half of the workforce in tech hubs like Berlin and London has come from abroad, and European startup founders reporting on employee candidates’ willingness to relocate to a new country indicate that Europe is gaining in attractiveness. Location decisions are often driven by factors such as wages and public spending, but also by visa requirements, overall quality of life, and political factors, where Europe holds a competitive edge.

Potential paths forward: Europe could try to further strengthen collaborative and open innovation. Approaches include networks like Innovate UK, cluster formation like Cap Digital in France, and collaborative research and innovation centers like the EU Science Hub in Australia. To further connect different clusters and leverage the strengths of networking, the European Strategic Cluster Partnerships (ESCP) recommends leveraging a “triple helix model” of innovation. This model asserts that innovation can be amplified if intermediaries connect and organize universities, industries, and governments to achieve a common goal. Facilitating the connections among these three stakeholders can open innovation within Europe. An example is TasLab in Trento, Italy, where the local and regional government developed a cooperation cluster strategy with the goal of creating advanced innovation infrastructure. They also created four large-scale open data projects, opened e-government portals, and invested in infrastructure for businesses and citizens (primarily information and
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communications technology). The TasLab cluster has attracted more than 800 world-class researchers and leading businesses such as IBM, Nokia, and Siemens.94

In talent, specifically, Europe could try to leverage its strengths, as well as the geopolitical climate currently geared toward preventing immigration to change flows of high-skill migrants in its favor. First, this could include encouraging the return of Europeans who work abroad. While there is currently no EU-wide program to encourage expats to return to Europe after having worked in another country for some time, such an initiative could be valuable.95

Second, international talent could be attracted by creating better pathways for high-skill professionals. For example, opportunities in Europe could be better promoted by leveraging social media. EURES, the European portal for job mobility, already runs a website listing job vacancies and is active on social media platforms.96 It could be expanded to target non-European citizens. Europe could further ease the recognition of skills and standardize visa procedures across European countries.

Third, the EU could address compensation practices for startups by changing taxation on stock options. Currently, startup employees in the United States have twice as much upside exposure as their European peers.97 Europe could enable workers to participate more fully in the success of their companies by simplifying the rules and taxation framework for stock option remuneration through a common framework, thereby improving the risk-reward profile for startup employees. Startups in countries such as Germany and Spain report that current taxation schemes make it difficult to set up stock option schemes.

5. Europe can leverage the scale of global firms to its benefit

Regardless of whether Europe succeeds in changing the terms in its favor in a scale-matters world, it could ensure that it derives as much value and benefits from large non-European firms as possible.

Trend: Large Chinese firms are increasingly able to rival their US counterparts, and the competitive economic and geopolitical climate seems to be toughening. Global innovation value chains have started regionalizing, given their need to closely integrate many suppliers for just-in-time sequencing, as well as trade conflicts, threats of tariffs, and rising uncertainty. This trend could accelerate in other value chains as automation reduces the importance of labor cost arbitrage and increases the importance of speed to market in company decisions about where to produce goods.98 This could mean that non-European firms will have to increase their presence in Europe.

Europe’s strength: Europe can be considered a traditionally open economy, exhibiting a trade surplus with the rest of the world and being an important target for foreign direct investment. For example, China’s Tencent acquired a 5 percent stake in Ubisoft, Europe’s largest video game company, for $450 million in March 2018. In turn, Ubisoft obtains access to the Chinese market through a strategic partnership with Tencent, which could help it scale.

Potential paths forward: One of Europe’s priorities could be to ensure not only that its citizens continue to enjoy the benefits of services delivered by non-European companies, but that these companies also create more Europe-based employment, innovation, customer value, and tax income. Debates about shifting the tax regime more toward consumption and usage are already contentious, but even more value could be created in the long run from ensuring

95 Jonkers Koen, A comparative study of return migration policies targeting the highly skilled in four major sending countries, 2008.
that actual innovative activity moves to Europe. Europe could create a level playing field for US and Chinese firms to compete effectively on European grounds and could further leverage the positive impact on innovation ecosystems through alumni of tech companies.

To this end, Europe could engage in identifying key challenges that keep companies from shifting more value creation to Europe and respond with corresponding measures or incentive programs. Benefits would need to be carefully weighed against risks, beginning with potential loss of intellectual property. Another possible consequence is stronger foreign influence in democratic societies, for example through the power to command attention, communicate news, or influence people’s votes. Geopolitical considerations would be in play, because many modern tech solutions can serve a dual purpose of both civilian goals and military applications, meaning location of service creation, provision, and, ultimately, ownership may matter.99

Europe possesses many ingredients for successful innovation and adoption of innovation. In a superstar world in which it lacks scale, it needs to find its own innovation model and play to its strengths rather than trying to catch up with the strengths of others. Industry ecosystems, public-sector digitization and demand, data access and governance, talent migration, and attraction of foreign activity could all be parts of a solution. We encourage critical feedback and reactions as well as further research on how Europe can restore its luster as an entrepreneurial and innovative leader.

99 Martin Moore, Tech giants and civic power, King’s College London, April 2016; see also Henny Sender, “US defence: Losing its edge in technology?,” Financial Times, September 4, 2016.
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